
RUNA
Festuca rubra rubra

Exceptional persistency

Drought and winter color tolerance

Vibrant color retention

Highly rated in visual appearance

Excellent shoot density and greenness

A turf that stands the test of time with exceptional persistency

Runa surpasses expectations with its remarkable persistence. Once established, this
red fescue variety remains in the ground for years, providing a reliable and consistent
turf that requires minimal reseeding or renovation. Enjoy the lasting beauty of Runa with
a lawn that stands strong over time.

Drought and winter tolerance

Runa excels in challenging weather conditions. It showcases remarkable drought
tolerance, conserving water and maintaining its lush green appearance even during dry
spells. Additionally, it thrives in harsh winters, retaining its color and vitality throughout
the season. With Runa, your lawn remains resilient and vibrant in any weather.

Vibrant Color Retention

All Year Round Runa's standout feature is its ability to retain vibrant color. Despite stress
or seasonal transitions, Runa maintains its lush green hue, ensuring a picturesque lawn
throughout the year. Enjoy the beauty of a consistently green and vibrant lawn with
Runa.

Choose Runa, the red fescue variety that excels in persistence, drought and winter
tolerance with vibrant color retention. Transform your lawn into a resilient and visually
captivating masterpiece that remains lush and vibrant year after year

Technical
Specifications

Strong creeping red fescue

Runa - highly acclaimed red
fescue that retains its vibrant
color even in drought

Listed/recommended in EU NL
SK UK
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Specification and ratings

Performance in LAWN trials
Grassgrid 2023

Ratings

Scale 1-9, where 9 = best or most pronounced
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